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1. Introduction 
r'!- X is a set, then (F;X) will denote a semigroup F 
of transformations of X into itself. Now if a system of 
transformation semigroups is given, {(:~ ;X"): oc. e Al , the-
re are several ways to construct from these a transformation 
semigroup F operating on the set X = oc:1.-'A x ... We will con-
sider two methods; as they give us essentially the direct 
product and the direct sum in the case that the Xac are pair-
wise disjunct, we call the transformation semigroups (F;X) , 
constructed f':rom the (F..,;X~) by the methods considered, the 
product and the sum of the transformation semigroups 
(F.., ;:JC.,.;) 
We are mainly interested in the situation when the new 
transformation group (F;X) turns out to b& coDDI1utative. In 
the case of the product, it is sufficient to assume that all 
factors (Fo1,·;x..c,) are. co~tative; in the case of the sum, 
another condition is needed. 
In the last section, the theory is applied to obtain an 
embedding of a given co.pqnutative transformation semigroup 
(F;X) into a commutative transformation semigroup (G;X) 
that leaves the same subsets of X invariant as F does, 
and that d.a maximal in this respect. The semigroup (G;X) 
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turns out to be ur.iquely deterrr.ined. Then the p1'evious re -
sults are applied to gener5J.ise a theorem on the existence 
of a common fixed point of a commutative system of mappings. 
And finally we use them to prove that every commutative seni-




If X is a non-void set, the class of all mappings 
f : X • X ·.vill be denoted by 0 . This is a ser:igroup under 
functional composition o: 
(f o g) (x) = f(g(x)) 
:for :,,11 :f, g £. t' and nll x e X • 
If F is a subsemigroup of 0, ,;-1e ·,;ill often write 
(F;X), to indicate the set transformed by the ele"ents of F, 
A system Fe 0 is called commutative if f o g = g o f 
for all f, g e F. 
A subset Y of X is said to be invariant under 
Fe XX if F(Y)cY. Here F(Y) = {f(y) : feF and ye Y} • 
If f E: 0 and A ·c X I then f f A denotes the restriction 
of :r to A • If . F c 0 and A c X , then 
FIA"'{flA fsF\. 
I:f' F c 0 and x e X , then F(x) is called the orbit 
6f x;under F every orbit is an invariant set. 
Let ';/ be a family of subsets of a set X • A system 
F c 0 is said to be "J -invariant if every member of ;J is 
an invariant set under F. The s7stem F is called a maxi-
mal connutative J -invariant system if it is commutative and 
J -invariant, and if there is no commutative 
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J -invariant 
system .G c xX such that F c: G , F .ij,, G • The system F is 
called a maximal commutative system if' it is a maximal commu-
tative {ti} - invariant systeJ1. Here ti denotes the empty 
set. 
A maxin:.al commutative 'J -invariant system is always a 
commutative semigroup containing the identity mapping 
i:X • X. 
The cartesian product of sets F"' 1 cc. e A , is denoted 
by °'VA F"' • I:f' f a °'""J" A F , then f', denotes the compo-
nent of f in Foe: , and we will also write 
stead of f' • 
J. The product of a system of transformation semigroups 
In this section and in the next one we consider a fami-
ly { (F"-;X,) : ate A} of transformation semigroups: A is a 
non-void set of indices, and F" c x;!c f'or each «. c A • 
The identity map of X"" onto itself' will be denoted by 1""; 
it is assumed that i« a Foo;. for each oc. e: A • The union of' 
all sets X"" will be denoted by X 
(3.1) X = ,',t A X.,., 
and the identity map of X onto itself' will be denoted by 
i • 
Prooosition l. Let s be the following subset of «II A F"' : 
(3.2) S = {(f°")Ol.eA eoe.11A ~: ('r'.t-, /Je A) (f°'IX_,l'l:JS,= f4 l~n:;; 
Furthermore, let Fer be defined in the following manner: 
(3.3) F = {f e r : (3 s e: S) (V etc A) (flX" = s"' )} • 
Then F is a semigroup of transformations of X into itself, 
containing the identity map i • If F-' is commutative for 
every <it • A , then F is also commutative. 
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Proof. 
First we show the following: if s = (sc,t.) ac EA c S and 
t = (toe.) oc~ A«S, then also (s.,.. o t"')oo:EA S • 
As the F"' are semigroups, it is clear that 
( t ) Tr ,,. • Now take 0(. • /3 E: A ; we must 8 "' 0 "'- at. e A E «.e A ,:«. • 
show that 
But we know that 
(3.6) t.,_1 x"' /"\ :;. ::t tJS I x"'" x,, , 
as s, t e S ; this implies that Xe,(. ri X,4 is invariant un-
der a", s/l , t"' and t,_ • The assertion (3. 4) now follows 
from (3.5) and (3.6)~ 
We now can prove that F is a semigroup. It is evident 
that F is non-void, as (i.,) Ae S , and hence ie F. 
. <K.€ 
Take f, g. F. There exist a, t e S such that for every 
at.eA 
(3.7) flX.C, = a"" , glX,c: = too; • 
It follows that :f'(Xoi.) c X"" and g(X"') c Xac. ; hence 
(3.a) f o g(X"" = a"" o tc,c; • 
As (so(. o toe.) O(.* AES , this shows that f o g e F • 
Finally, we assume that· every Foe. is COllllllllt ati ve. Take 
again f, g E F and let s, t E: S such that (3. 7) holds. 
Then it follows from (3.e) that 
:f' o glXoe. = s"" o tot = t"' o so<. "' g o flt°" 
for e~ery qc.. E A ; hence f o g = g o f • Thus F is commu-
tative. 
Definition 1. The transformation semigroup F c t' , defined 
in proposition 1 {by (3.2) and (3.3)), is called the produot 
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of the transformation semigroups (:r.,,_;x.,J, oc. c A , and is de-
noted b;y 
or p {F"' : oe. c A~ • 
It follows fro111 the construction of F. • 'p A ~ that 
<(,I! 
every set r_, is an inoriant subset of X under · F • Hence: 
Proposition ?• The transformation sellligroup 
{Xei. : Gt e AJ - invariant. 
Proposition 3, _If' the sets Xoe. , oc. c A , are psirw.:l.se dis-
joint, then the abstract semigroup ( -P AF, o) is.isomorph-
" I! 
ic with the {unrestricted) direct product of' the abstract se-
migroupa CF, o). 
~• I:f' S and :r are as in (3.2) and (3.3.), then, unde:JP• 
the assumption that the x, are pairwise disjoint, the set 
s is equal. to the set ,1I A :r, • If' we define a. multipli-
cation 1n S by 
s • t • (s, o t.c.) ,.A t. 
then (S, .) is even isomorphic with the direct product, of 
the se:migroups (F,, o) • The proposition now follows from 
the fact that 
(3.9) 
ia an isomorphism of CF, o) onto Cs,.). 
Proposition 4. If' xii(.• X , for every , c A , then 
l1 A ~ • ... ~ A F.: • 
Pr2ot• If' again S and F llre aa defined in ( 3. 2) and 
(3.3), then C:i:..,>.c.cAcS implies 
:f"., • :f',Jx • :t,IX.C" x,. • :t4 1~" x,- = :r;.1x • 1",1 
for al.l. «., /le A • Cori:versely, 1:f' (f.~eA er ,le A '1'4 , .and; 
:t., • :r,.. :f'or sll <-', I' C A t then (~~ .. Aes ~ This prO'leS 
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:\;he assertion, as ~ = ~ for all at , ~ E A implies 
1'""' c tli.~A F"" •· 
4. The sum of a system of' transformation semigroups 
Definition 2. Let { (F°' ;x.c_') : ~ £ Ai be a system of trans-
formation semigroups, and let X = ~<.i A X"' • The transfor-
mation semigroup F c r-, generated by the set 
(4.1) T={fa-r: (,aaecA) (3 ~at_) (:tlX"" =~ and 
fix, x"""" iJx,x,H 
is called the !!!!!! .of the transformation semigroup (F"' ;~) , 
end is denoted by 
.& F. or ,fi {F.: oe. er A} • 
.r.1A "' 
It follov.e from the definition that for every ce. c A 
there is an isomorphism of F, into /} A FtJ • 
We a,re mainly interested in the case that "'~ A F..: is 
a commutative semigroup. By the above remark, every Foe 
then has to be commutative. But this is not su:f'f'icient; e.g. 
if x1 "' x2 = {o, 1} , and if F1 consists only of i and 
the map f 1 such that ,f1 (o) 
sist11 of i and the map f 2 
then (F1 ;:ti) and (F'2 ;X2 ) 
is not commutative •. 
= f 1 {l)' = o, while F2 con-
such.that t 2(o) = f 2(l) = l, 
are commutative, but .g,{F1 , F2J 
The followin& condition· on the family Htc; ;X..C:) : CICC' A¼ 
will turn out to be sutticient, together with the commutati-
vity ar all. F, , in order to ensure that !. A Fae; is collllllU-
tative: 
(C) f'~' all 0(. , I&« A '· the sets x.:" x, m.d X.,c.' ~ are 
invariant subsets of ~ ~er :r4 , and if :Cc c ~ and 
f'" • I'_. • then ~ I x"' I'\ x.. &d,, ; I x. I'\ x/J CQlllmUte. 
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Proposition 5. Let { (F,,d~) t «." A J be a family of commu-
tative transformation semigroups, each contatining the iden-
tity mapping i"" : X • Xo(. , and let condition (C) be satis-
fied. Then "'~ A F, is a commutative tra:i.sformation semi-
group eontainill8 the identity map. 
~. Let T be as in (4.1),. and let F be the subsemi-
group of t' generated by T • As it is evident that i e F 
we have only to show that T is commutative. Let f, g • T 
\ 
Then there are 
that 
and f'"' a Foe; , :t;s • F,9 
:f'IX"' • ~ ; gJx,.. "'~ 
:f'lx,x, =- 11x,x.,. 
gfX'- Xi' a i(X, X.4 • 
such 
As condition (C) is assumed to be satisfied, :f'IX" n X/J 
and gl ~f\ ~ commute. Furthermore., f'f X, (~ l"I :In) "' 
= glx,cx,v~) • ilX'- (:\;LI~). Hence we need only check 
what happens with points in ~, ~ or in X11 ' x, • Be-
cause of the symmetry of' the situation, we may restrict our· 
attention to points, in X"', x,.. • 
Let x c. x.i_ ..._ X11, • . Then 
(f o g) (x} ,.. f(g(x)) • :f'(x) • ~ {x) ; 
ea x,, X"' is supposed to be invariant under F..c. , 
f"" (x) c X"', XIS ; hence 
1'"" (x) "' gt:f'4 (:x:)) • g(:t(x)) "' (& o f) (x) • 
This finishes the proof. 
l';t9positi9A 6. If' the sets X,c , °" e. A , •are pai?flse dis-
joint, then the abstract semigroup ( ""'A F.e, o) is isomorph-
ic to the direct sum (restricted! diN1ct product) of the ab-
stract semigroups. (1'4 , ·o), a{. e A •. 
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Proof. Let ! be defined by (4.1). Let 9 be the mapping 
(3.9). Then maps T 1.1 onto the subset of oe? A F"" , con-
sisting of all (f"') «EA such that :t'"' * i"' for at most one 
ate A ; and .CJ maps F·l.l onto the subset of a:I A ~ such 
that f<t 1' 1"' for only finitely many • « £ A • It is i~-
diately seen that 9IF is a homomorphism of (F, o) into 
the direct product of the (For., o) ; hence gJF is an iso-
morphism? and <f (F) is ex~ctly the direct sum of the 
CF"' o) • 
Proposition 1• Assume :x;,: = X, for every oc:e A. Then con-
dition (C) is satisfied i:t' and only if °''-;/ A ~ is commutati-
ve, and ~ F"' is the subsemigroup of -r, generated by 
·«.EA 
UA Fa(,• ao• 
~: evident. 
5. Commutative semigroups that are maximal with respect 
to their system of invariant sets 
In this section1 (F;X) is a commutative transformation se-
migroup, containing the ident:l,ty transformation, and J will 
always.denote a f81!1ily of subsets of X that are invariant 
under F • 
If 'J is such a family, then U 'J will denote the set 
U { A : A E '] } , and IP ( 'J ) will denote the semigroup 
'P ( J) = lP{FIA : A E ;H . 
The following lelllllla is almost obvious: 
Lemma 1. ff: P ( ') )<~ flA c FIA for all A e ;; • 
From this lemma, the following propositions follow with-
out difficulty: 
Proposition 8. If U'J = X , then F c 'f (J} c: r • 
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(If' U J :ft X , then certainly not Fe 'P\J ) , as -P (J) con-
sists of mappings of', U'J into itself.) 
frop9!ition 9. Let both J1 and J2 consist of subsets of 
X that are invariant under F • If U ] 1 = u-:,2 , then 
Ji c: 12 impl.iee 1P ( Ji)::, P ( 32 ) • 
I.f' '} 1. and ) 2 are both families of' subsets of a set 
X , we will say that J 1 is a refinement af ;;2 , and write 
'Ji ~ 12 , 
if for every A1 a J 1 · there is, an A2 £ } 2 such that 
Al C A2 • 
Proposition 10. Let both ;J1 and ;;2 consist of' subsets 
of X that are invariant under F • If'" u;1 = UJ2 and 
J 1 :5 '}2 , then 'P ( 'Jiu 12} = P C ;J2} • 
Proof. By proposition 9, 'P ( J1u:J2 )c 1P (J2) on the other•• 
hand, \ 
:1,'c1P ( ')2 )<-,{VA•J2) (:tlA•F(A))~ (VAc]1uJ2) (flAcFIA) 
f«P ('Jiu 12) • 
;§xampl.e. If Xe 'J , then IP CJ) = F • 
B,mark. I.f' A is not an invariant subset of' X , then Fl A 
is not a semigroup. Ho.wver, if we define F II A = { 1'1 A : 1' « F 
. 
and ;t(A) c A}, then F II A is a semigroup under com:i;>osition. 
It is seen at once that 
• IP {(:rr;x) , (FH A;A)} = {:te.,: fa. C: AJ; 
hence if A is noit invariant , F ¢ P (F, -F I A) , al. thougb of' 
CO\U.'88 • Xu A = X • 
Lema 2. Let ; 1 ~ the class of all subsets of X that are 
invariant .under F , and let ;J 2 be the class af all orbits 
Ullder 7 , and let F c: G c r • 
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Then G is a commutative J1-in\1ariant system if' and on-
ly if' G is a commutative J2-invariant · system. 
Proof. Aa ) 2 cJ1 , every J 1-invariant system is ;J2 inva-
riant. on the other hand, if A e J 1 , then 
A= F(A) == V{F(x): :x: c A}= U{B «;J2 Be A}• 
Hence every J2-in\1ariant system is ] 1-invariant. 
Lemma J. Let G c:: r be commutative. If there exists an 
e e: X such that G(e) = X , then G is a maximal commutative 
semigroup. 
Proof'. Let fe: r such that f' commutes with every g c G • 
We will show that f ct G • As G( e) "' X , there exists a 
g0 e G such that :f'(e) = g0 (e) • Let JC be an arbitrary ele-
ment o:f' X; then there is a g € G such that g(e) = x, and 
it follows that 
:f'(x) = f o g(e),,. go f(e) =go g 0 (e) = g 0 o g(e) = 
::: go(x) ! 
Hence f = g 0 e: G • 
In particular, we 1have the following: 
Lemma f. If Fe: r is a commutative semigroup, containing the 
identity map, then. foE every orbit F(x) under F, FIF(x) 
is a maximal commutative semigroup fJ£ mappings F(x)• F(x). 
Theorem l. Let Fe t' be a commutative semigroup, containing 
the identity map. Let 'J be the cleas of. all subsets of' X 
that are invariant under F • Then there exists one and only 
one maximal commutative )-invariant semigroup Gc:r con-
taining F; and 
G = 1P {FIF(x) :. x er X} • 
Proof. Let g be any mapping X• X that commutes with every 
f • F and that maps every A • d into, itself'. We wil.l show 
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that g e G • 
Talte any x c X. Then g/F(x) maps F(x) into itself', 
as F(x) • '3 , _and glF(x} _collllllutes with every mapping in 
FIF(x) • But by lemma 4, FIF(x) is a maximal commutative 
semigroup; hence glF(x) E FIF(x). It now follows from lemma 
l that g e G •. 
An immediate consequence is that F c: G (this also fol-
lows :f'rom proposition 8 ) • So it remains only to be proved 
that G is 1-invariant. But by proposition 2 , G is 
J2-1nvariant, where ;J2 =- {F(x) : x c XJ ; now apply lemma 
2 • 
co;:olle;:z: I;f' F .C xX is a maximal COlllllllltative transformation 
semigroup, then · 
F = 'F {FIF(xl x ct"} • 
A :t'~mily of~ orbits {F(x) x c Y} , where Y is a i,ub-
set o:t' X is called an F-orbi t cover, or shortly an f:::co-
.!.n: o:t' X , 11' F(l') • X • 
From proposition 10 sid theorem 1·· we deduce at once: 
Theorem 2. If { F(x) : x c Y} is an F-cover of X I then 
'P {Fl:P(x) : x c YJ is the max:l;mal commutative J-invsriant 
semigroup containing F (where .3 is the fami:Ly of all sub-
sets o:t' X that are invariant under F ). 
In [l} t;iie following theorem was proved ((1J, Theorem l): 
"Let F be a maximal commutative se:misroup of mappings 
of' a set X into it0self', and let r(F) • tJ • It' each f e: F 
l;laa a :f'ixecl point, then all mappings in 7 have precisely one 
ooa.on :fixed point." 
Here r(F) • {1" a F : (.V f'l. c F) (3 ~2 « F) (1' • :f'l o f'2)} 
is the set O:t' all mappings f tr F that are common 1111.lltiplea 
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of all mappings in F. 
Using the concepts developed in this paper, we may gene-
ralise this theorem as follows: 
Theorem 3. Let Fe: x!- be a maximal commutative J -invariant 
transformation semigroup (where J again is the family of 
all subsets of X that are invariant under F ). If r(F) t ¢ 
and if each f c F has a fixed point, then all mappiil8S in F 
have a common fixed point. 
The proof is exactly the same as the first part of the 
proof of [1,] , Theorem l •. It is easily seen that the mapping 
g , constructed in [1,) , leaves all sets of ;J invariant; hen-
ce the weaker assumption th.at F is maximally 
suffices in order to conclude that g e F. 
; -inv e:riant 
Finally we will give one more application of the above 
product construction. In order to do so, howeyer, we need the 
concept of an algebraically generated. ,-transformation semigroup. 
Take an abstract semigroup (X; • ) and consider all left 
multiplications in X , i.e. all mappiil8S f 8 , a e: X , defin-
ed by 
(5.1) 
These mappings constitute a semigroup Fe: -X:- • If' X haa an 
identity element, it is even true that the abstract semigroup 
(F; o) is isomorphic w:Lth (X; .• ). (In fact, in that case the 
correspondence a • fa is an isomorphism of (X; • ) onto 
(F; o) • ) Now transi'ormation semigroups of this kind wil.l be 
called algebraically generated. More explicitly: 
Definition 3. A transformation semigroup P' e-X:- is called 
algebraically generated if there exists a binary operation • 





F = {fa 
(5.1). 
is a semigroup with unit; 
: a e X} , where f is as defined in a 
Using lemma 3 , ifis easy to give a complete characte-
risation of all commutative transformation semigroups that 
are algebraically generated. 
~emma 5. A commutative transformation semigroup F c r- is 
algebraically generated if and only if' there exists an 
e c X such that F(e) =- X • 
~-
Fir,t assume F to be algebraically generated, say ty the 
semigroup structure (X; .) • Then if e is the unit ele-
ment of' (X; .) , it is immediate that F(e) = X. 
Conversely, assume F(e} = X, for some e c X. From 
the proof o:f' lemma 3' it follows at once that the mapping 
Cf : F • X , defined by 
q (f) = f(e). 
is a 1-1-mapping of F onto X. Define a binary operation 
• in X by 
:x: ,, y = q(~ (x) o -J- (y)) • 
Then (X; .) is a commutative semigroup, with e as unit 
element and F ={fa: a~ X}, as 
fa (x) == a.:x: = q C'f (a) o 7/ (x)) = (91 (a) o cl (x)) (e) = 
= q-l (a) (x) • 
We now prove the following theorem, which states in ef-
fect that every commutative transformation sem.igroup can be 
built up, using the product constructio~of· aection.3 , from 
~l~braically generated semi,?'oups: 
Theorem 4. Let F c: xX be a commutative ·.·tI·ansformation 
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semigroup, and let m be the cardinal number of an F-cover 
of X. Then F is a subseroigroup of a producPm algebrai-
cally generated commutative semigroups. 
Proof. 
Theorem 2 assers that F is a subsemigroup of a product 
of m semill'Oups FIF(x) , and lemma 5 shows that all the-
se semigroups are algebraically generated (as (FIF(x)) (x) = 
= F(x)) • 
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